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Abstract

This paper presents a brief overview of the state of knowledge of vorticity phenomena and acoustic resonance in heat

exchanger tube arrays in cross-flow. The mechanics of the vortex shedding process are shown to be strongly dependent
on tube array geometry and pitch ratio as well as location in the tube array and Reynolds number.
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1. Introduction

Few topics in the field of flow-induced vibrations have

been the subject of more confusion and controversy than
‘vortex shedding’ in tube arrays. While references to
problems with heat exchangers in service date back to

the early 1950s, the cause was still being debated 25
years later. This situation is very nicely summarized in
the review paper by Paı̈doussis [1]. In describing the
attempts to create charts of Strouhal numbers from

existing data, Paı̈doussis states in characteristic humour
‘these maps are quite intricate, displaying pockets of
high Svs (Strouhal numbers) in otherwise low-lying areas

– resembling somewhat the map of Europe at the time of
the Thirty Year’s War.’ He goes on to say that obviously
‘. . . circa 1978 there was not only a rather confused state

of understanding of the unsteady fluid mechanics of
interstitial flow in cylinder arrays, but also an incom-
plete and often contradictory data base available for

practical design purposes.’ Paı̈doussis then summarizes
the existing approach to the design of heat exchangers
against ‘buffeting’ and ‘vortex shedding’ and provides
rationalization of the apparently conflicting explana-

tions of these phenomena. Research in the last 20 years
has resolved much of the confusion described by Paı̈-
doussis. A comprehensive review of the state of

knowledge to 1993 was published by Weaver [2]. The
present paper provides a brief overview of vortex shed-
ding and acoustic resonance in heat exchanger tube

arrays with emphasis on developments since 1993.
Design guidance is presented as well as requirements for
future research.

2. Vortex shedding mechanisms

One of the reasons for the confusion and apparently
contradictory experimental data which marked the ear-
lier research in this field is the huge variety of tube array
geometries, pattern and pitch, in common use and the

determining effect this has on the generation and evo-
lution of vorticity. Typical ‘standard’ array geometries
are shown in Fig. 1. It is important to note that pitch

ratio definitions for staggered arrays are not consistent
in the literature and that published Strouhal numbers
may be based on either upstream velocity, Vu, or mean

velocity in the gap between tubes, Vg, where

Vg¼ ½P=P�D�Vu ð1Þ

2.1. Staggered arrays

By 1993, the evidence supporting the existence of

alternate vortex shedding in staggered arrays was over-
whelming [2]. Research since then has been directed
towards understanding the complexities of the vortex
shedding and how it is affected by location in the array,

pitch ratio, and Reynolds number [3,4,5,6]. Basically,
the flow development in staggered arrays creates differ-
ent local flow velocity distributions and effective wake

widths in the first few tube rows [3]. Thus, for a given
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upstream velocity, the frequency of vortex shedding

observed behind the first and second tube rows is dif-
ferent, giving rise to multiple Strouhal numbers. The
relative strength of the vortex shedding depends on pitch

ratio, tube pattern and Reynolds number. It is char-
acteristic of vortex shedding in staggered arrays that, in
the absence of tube vibration or acoustic resonance, the
vortices produced in the early tube rows become dis-

torted, stretched out and dissipated as they pass
subsequent tube rows. Thus, under non-resonant con-
ditions, discrete vorticity peaks in the interstitial flow of

staggered arrays are strongest in the early tube rows.
Strouhal number data are plotted against pitch ratio for
rotated square, normal triangular and parallel triangular

arrays in Figs 2, 3 and 4 respectively. These graphs have
been adapted from references [3], [5] and [6] respectively,
and contain data from numerous sources in the litera-

ture (for details, see original references).

2.2. In-line tube arrays

In a remarkable series of papers [7,8,9], Ziada and
Oengoren showed that vorticity phenomena in in-line
tube arrays are fundamentally different from those in

staggered arrays. The straight ‘flow lanes’ through in-
line tube arrays permit the development of jets which
exhibit symmetric vortex shedding behind the pairs of

tubes on either side of the jet along the flow lane. Thus,

in contrast to the wake instability in staggered arrays

which dissipates with row depth, jet instability in in-line
arrays tends to grow in strength with row depth. Also
sharply contrasting with staggered arrays, the Strouhal

numbers associated with jet instabilities in in-line arrays
as measured at off-resonant conditions are not related to
those observed under acoustic resonance conditions.

3. Effects of vortex shedding

3.1. Tube vibration

Theoretically, at least, when the frequency of vortex
shedding in a tube array coincides with a tube natural
frequency, resonance occurs. However, the lift coeffi-

cients tend to be small and no resonant tube vibration
response is observed in gas flows [2]. The same is true in
two-phase flows where even small amounts of the
vapour phase suppresses vortex shedding [10]. In liquid

flows, some resonance response has been observed in the
early tube rows of in-line arrays [11] and normal trian-
gular arrays [12]. However, the author is not aware of

any case where tube failures in a heat exchanger have
been proven to have been caused by vortex shedding
resonance.

Fig. 1. Standard tube patterns and array geometry definitions.
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3.2. Acoustic resonance

The vast majority of acoustic resonance problems in
heat exchangers are associated with acoustic modes that
are transverse to both the tube axes and the direction of

flow. Defining this dimension as the duct width, W, the
lowest acoustic natural frequency, fa1, will have a
wavelength 2W. The nth duct acoustic natural frequency

is then

fan ¼
nCe

2W
; n ¼ 1; 2; 3::: ð2Þ

where Ce is the equivalent speed of sound in the duct
accounting for the presence of the tubes. Parker [13]
computed Ce in terms of the volume fraction of the duct
filled by the tubes, �, and the speed of sound in an open

duct, C, as

Ce ¼ C=ð1þ �Þ1=2 ð3Þ

The actual sound speed in a tube array lies between C
and Ce because of the spilling out and decay of the

transverse acoustic mode into the duct upstream and
downstream of the tube array [14,15].

In staggered tube arrays, the ‘vortex shedding’ is a

wake instability which occurs for a constant Strouhal
number(s), St, as measured at off-resonant conditions,

St ¼ fvsD

V
ð4Þ

where fvs is the frequency of vortex shedding and
Strouhal number and flow velocity must consistently be
defined as upstream or gap between tube values (see Eq.

(1)). Acoustic resonance occurs at frequency coin-
cidence, fan= fvs, and the velocity range for acoustic
resonance in the nth mode, Vcrn, is typically taken as

�20 percent of the velocity at fan = fvs:

0:8
fanD

st
� Vcrn � 1:2

fanD

St
ð5Þ

The appropriate Strouhal numbers can be obtained
from maps such as Figs 2–4.

Unfortunately, in-line tube arrays and some parallel

triangular arrays [6] do not lend themselves to such
simple analysis since the symmetric jet instabilities in the
flow lanes occurring at off-resonant conditions do not
generate acoustic resonance. Rather, acoustic resonance

in such arrays is associated with asymmetric wake
instabilities which are usually not observed at off-reso-
nant conditions [6,7,8,9]. Additionally, the onset velocity

for acoustic resonance appears to be affected by damp-
ing, suggesting that the wake instability is self-excited
and a unique acoustic Strouhal number may not exist.

An alternative design approach uses the flow Mach

Fig. 2. Strouhal number versus pitch ratio for parallel trian-

gular arrays (adapted from [6]).

Fig. 3. Strouhal number versus pitch ratio for normal trian-

gular arrays (adapted from [5]).

Fig. 4. Strouhal number based upon upstream flow velocity for

rotated square arrays as a function of pitch ratio (adapted from

[3]).
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number and pressure drop across the array to predict the
maximum acoustic pressure [16]. While this approach

based on input energy appears to provide reasonable
predictions, Eisinger et al. [17] show that none of the
predictive methods are totally reliable. The problem is

that frequency coincidence or energy input are not suf-
ficient for the generation of acoustic resonance. Some
measure of acoustic damping is also required and no

reliable models exist. This is an important area for
future research.

4. Finned tubes

In order to enhance heat transfer in modern heat

exchangers, finned tubes are more commonly being
used. They can take a variety of forms from integrally
formed to spirally wound and welded serrated fins. Fin

height and density are also parameters. The literature is
fairly sparse and some of the results are conflicting. It
appears that the effects of the fins on the vortex shedding

around finned tubes can be approximately scaled using
an equivalent tube diameter, De, based on total pro-
jected area as proposed by Mair et al. [18]:

De ¼
1

s
s� tð ÞDþ tDf


 �
ð6Þ

where s is the fin spacing, t is the fin thickness, D is the
bare tube diameter and Df is the fin diameter. Fins can
also produce surprising effects such as enhancing vortex

strength and correlation length [19], thereby generating
more intense acoustic resonance. On the other hand,
platen fins can eliminate vortex shedding but reduce the
stability threshold for fluidelastic instability [20]. More

research is required to understand the effects of various
fin arrangements in tube arrays.
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